Synthetic aperture radiometer technology used nowadays in earth remote sensing is an extended development from ground-based radio astronomy used for stellar observation. However, once the technology is further developed in the Earth remote sensing area, it can certainly be applied back in its original field or other fields. In this paper, we discuss a rotational phased array of time-shared synthetic aperture technology application in solar wind remote sensing. The main idea is to send a spacecraft into solar polar orbit. From this orbit, one can look down to the ecliptic plane. In and around the ecliptic plane, the most interested and useful information of the interplanetary solar wind is the Corona Material Ejection (CME) of the Sun since it can cause sever geo-space storms and result man made technical system failure such as navigation positioning errors and communication break down or even satellite failures. The main scientific initiatives and technical system conceptual design of this application will be presented in this paper.
Introduction
Electromagnetic waves are basic nature of solar radiation [1] . However, most of the energy is paled in the range of visible light band and above. This is due to the highly ionized solar atmosphere that low frequency waves are totally blocked by the ionosphere of the Sun. The result is that if we are able to take an image of the Sun at 30MHz for example, the Sun will turn out to be black.
The disadvantage is however a good feature to observe the plasma clouds that through out from the Sun, the so-called Corona Material Ejection (CME). Once these plasma clouds left the solar ionosphere, their density decreases and various EM waves are emitted due to the thermal movement of the electrons and the collision between them [2, 3] . These EM waves, of much lower frequency, can be observable because the plasma cloud is already out of the solar ionosphere.
The study of solar CME and its propagation in the interplanetary space is a very hot topic in the past ten years [4, 5] . The main reason is because the CME is the main source that affects our planet Earth space weather. At the exception of the background solar wind, the Earth space environment is generally quite stable and provides safe environment for human technology facilities such as man made satellite, international space stations, etc. While the interplanetary condition changes, i.e. the background solar wind varies, the geospace environment is disturbed by magnetosphere storms, ionosphere storm and earth magnetism storms [6∼8] . During the storms, the free particles in space gather and move together to form a space current. At certain space region, the flux of charged particles increases dramatically [9] . Once a satellite runs into this region, the onboard electronics may be charged and discharged. In many cases, the electronics may fail to function normally or even can be destroyed completely. These events are called the space weather events to imitate the disaster weather event on the surface of the earth.
Although the interplanetary CME or plasma clouds are vital to geo-space storms and its forecast or prediction, there is little progress on monitoring or observing them after they left the surface of the Sun. What we would like to see, in fact, is the movement after it left the Sun, and track it all the way before it reaches the Earth. Base on many observations, CME will take 1-2 days to travel from the surface of the Sun to the distance of 1 AU [4, 10∼ 11] . Therefore, we have plenty of time to give a forecast once we can monitor it. We can also predict how serious the storm will be by looking at the density of the clouds.
To monitor the interplanetary CME or plasma clouds by radio wave frequency that matches the density or plasma frequency, two approaches can be taken. The first one is to listen to the emission of the CME at two separate points, like a stereo [12] , and retrieve the location of the emission source where the plasma clouds is.
The second one is to take an image of the entire inner interplanetary space within 1 AU from above the pole of the Sun.
In this paper, we present results of a preliminary feasibility study of a solar polar orbit radio telescope (SPORT) that aims at taking images of CME plasma clouds. The paper mainly concentrates on the concept design of the telescope. It is an extremely thinned array of 150 meters physical aperture but with only a few elements.
Requirements for Solar Wind Monitoring
As described above, we must use the lower band to monitor the interplanetary CME. But in order to take an image, the lower frequencies become an obstacle for high spatial resolution since they require very large antenna apertures that cannot be realized in space. Therefore before proceeding, the observation frequency band must be discussed. Table 1 shows that plasma density of CME at different distances from the Sun calculated in inversed square law together with its plasma frequency. We take 15 MHz as our design input in all our discussions here after. It is obvious that this frequency cannot be used to observe the Sun from the ground due to the Earth ionosphere.
If an image covers the entire inner interplanetary space, i.e. cross 2AU, and the resolution cell is 0.1 Au×0.1AU, the antenna beam width must be rather narrow. A number of antenna aperture sizes corresponding different orbit aphelion are listed in Table 2 . It is very clear that to realize such a physical aperture antenna in space is very difficult. We shall discuss why it is possible to use synthetic aperture technology in replacement of the conventional technology.
An elliptical solar polar orbit is preferred. It should have its aphelion over the north pole of the Sun since most of the ground stations on Earth are on the northern hemisphere. When the telescope running around the aphelion of the orbit, it can gain a very long observation time. However, the perihelion should not be too close to the Sun to avoid engineering challenges on spacecraft thermal control. To balance this, we propose to have an orbit parameter of the mission as follows: solar inclination angle: ∼ 90 deg., aphelion: 1-1.5 AU, perihelion: 0.5-0.7 AU, long axis of the orbit ellipse should be pointed to the north pole of the ecliptic plane within ±15 degrees.
Basic Principle of Synthetic Aperture Radiometry
A black and white scene can be expressed by spatial frequency after performing a Fourier transformation. Details of the scene are reflected in the high spatial frequency band and large scaled contrast of the scene are reflected in the low spatial frequency band. The principle of the synthetic aperture technique is to measure the spatial frequency (SF) image of the scene directly and take an inversed Fourier transform to get the original one. The SF sampling is carried out by a pair of element antennas with a correlator multiplying the output voltages they receive. This device is shown in Figure 1 (a) .
The distance between the two antennas forms a baseline. In two-dimensional cases, the direction of the baseline also plays an important role. The output of this device provides two sampling points in the SF domain -the UV plane, as shown in Figure 1 (b) , where r is the length of the baseline, α represent the direction of It is necessary to have the whole UV plane be covered before a Fourier transformation is taken. Therefore, more samples have to be taken with different baselines. The main difference to form a synthetic aperture array from an ordinary array is that during the measurement, one antenna element can be used multiple times, or so-called shared by many baselines. This is because the scene is in the far field, the sampling can be taken at any position in the location arrangement. Figure 2 shows an example of a one dimensional array with 4 elements but forming 6 baselines covering from 1∆u to 6∆u continuously, where each element has been reused three times. The center of each baseline has been slightly shifted horizontally. But as explained above, it will not affect the image at all if the object is in the far field.
Conceptual Design of SPORT
In fact, if an array has N elements, using the above principle, the maximum number of baselines that can be reached is
Let us come back to our application problem of the solar polar orbit telescope application. If we need 20 by 20 cells image, we then need a 20 by 20 samples in the SF domain too, i.e. 400 sampling points on the UV plane, representing 200 different sampling baselines. Substitute it into equation (1), we have N(N-1)/2 >= 200, which yields N =21. This is to say, if we can reach a zero redundant design, a 21-element array will fulfill our requirement. The positions of these 21 elements will be distributed in a plane and the maximum distance from the two far most ones is 150 meters, which will sample the longest baseline and represent the highest spatial frequency. This 150 meters aperture is in fact equivalent to a 300 meters antenna aperture if a conventional technology is used. This is because in the SF sample, we have both amplitude and phase. The number of unknowns is the same as in the original domain.
For space application, even for 21 elements, distributing them in a 150 meter scale is still difficult. We could further make the array thinner by time-shared samples.
The time-shared sample scheme is based under the polar coordinate. The samples are all taken at different modules of baselines, no mater where their directions are. The zero-redundant optimization aims to reach an as evenly distribute baseline module as possible between 1 ∆u to C 2 N ∆u. Once a group of samples are taken, the whole system rotates by a small angle and take the second group of samples, and so on. After 180 degrees rotation, the sampling points will cover the whole UV plane completely but in a polar coordinate system. What we should do then is to interpolate them into a rectangular coordinate system and then carry out the Fourier transform.
The CME plasma clouds are traveling in the interplanetary space less than 1000 km/s, i.e. ∼0.024 AU/hour. Therefore, if the whole telescope rotates rotation/hour, i.e. 2 images per hour, there is almost no effect to the quality of the image.
Following this scheme, and to get a 20by20 cells image within 2 AU, what we need is 10 evenly distributed baselines to sample in one dimension and to rotate them. In order to reach this, we actually need only 5 element antennas since C 2 5 =10. To take a double redundant, we could consider a telescope system with 8-10 elements in total. This is a feasible number to be realized in space.
Another good aspect with a rotating telescope is hidden in the spacecraft engineering side. A rotating system is stable and easier to control then a 3-axises stabilized system or a multi-spacecraft formation fly system.
The spacecraft of SPORT should provide a supporting system to deploy 8-10 antenna/receiver elements and rotate them during observation. A conceptual drawing is shown in Figure 3 . The antenna/receiver elements are stowed inside the spacecraft during launch and cruise phase. Once it is in the observation orbit, they are deployed from the spacecraft slowly under the constraints of maintaining a fixed center of gravity at the spacecraft. The antenna/receiver elements are connected with the main spacecraft by thin and un-conductive strings. They all provide themselves power with solar cells and keep the attitude stable by a gravitational boom during rotation. In fact the boom is one of the antenna arm of a cross dipole antenna with load. The receivers get synchronized beacon from the main spacecraft wireless and send digitized receiving signals back by microwave link. The total weight of an antenna/receiver element can be well controlled within 2kg.
Due to the sampling theory, the maximum distance between any adjacent sampling points should be less than the maximum sampling interval, i.e. 1∆u. It can be roughly calculated by ∆u = R/ C 2 N , where R is the radius of the rotating aperture, N is the number of antenna/receiver elements. Take R = 75, N=8, we have ∆u = 2.67 m. This means that within half revolution, we must take n = πR/∆u = 88 measurements. The integration time of each sample is then no more than 20 seconds. We leave half of the time to communication between the element and the main spacecraft. The integration time of each correlation measurement is then 10 seconds, which is quite feasible for a good sensitivity quality of the radiometry measurement.
Optimization of the element positions in a plane is aimed to obtain an evenly distributed baseline lengths, while maintaining the center of gravity are close to the geometrical center of the system. It turned out that they are distributed within the plane as shown in Figure 3 . Note that the optimization solution is not unique.
Conclusion
Solar wind and CME plasma clouds monitoring is very important due to its application to space weather forecast. Up to now there is no space mission that covers this important area. In this paper, we have described conceptually a solar polar orbit radio telescope mission that aims to solve the long waited problem. This paper mainly proposed and demonstrated the following points:
1. To go to the solar polar region and looking down wards, is a very effective way to have clear picture of the interplanetary CME plasma clouds.
3. To use the synthetic aperture radiometry technique can overcome the difficulties to deploy a very large antenna aperture for taking an image over the entire inner interplanetary space 4. To use time-shared sampling and zero-redundant baseline optimization technique can further thin the array than existing current synthetic aperture schemes 5. The present conceptual design has provided a feasible engineering path to realize this mission.
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